The article describes a specific understanding of Shakespeare's tragedy «Romeo and Juliet» by I. A. Aksenov.
RESULTS

I.
A. Aksenov analyzed in detail the editorial of "Romeo and Juliet", which existed before Shakespeare, known in the form of a Germanized play published in 1626 in Vienna. Germanized stage editorial, which lost many features of the original during the period of wandering around the sites and at the same time supplemented with numerous minor details, was unable to completely replace the original text, but at the same time, it gave a definite impression of it. The German play does not contain a sonnet prologue, but it has a scene of reconciliation between warring families; Romeo turns out to be a furious enemy of the Capulet, his hatred is related to Tybalt's hatred of Montague, Tybalt's antic is preserved, but the «German» Paris is perplexed about it, because the enmity has ceased; the ending is fundamentally different from Shakespeare's tragedy, the theme of ancestral revenge, being driven away by the description of a love story, fades into the background, the final sayings of the duke, explaining the incident's meaning and the true causes of the death of lovers, are omitted. In the opinion of I. A. Aksenov, the play has undergone these changes for thirty years of it's manuscript and stage existence, evolving from direct morality to the love story. However, the play could have reached the German stage already in a transformed form, as the English repertoire actively got rid of the morality laid in historical sources before Shakespeare, -«Moralist reasoning was too well known and present in the perception of the viewer in places where they were supposed to be even when they were not spoken from the scene» (Suleri, J., & Cavagnaro, E. 2016; Mollaei, B., Gorji, Y., & Rezaei, F. 2014; Manapov, K. B. 2018).
A. Aksenov stressed that the topic of fatal hostility was clearly outlined in the early play, the harm of which was clearly demonstrated by the death of the last offspring of both houses; the moralizing that permeated the play throughout the course of events was gradually lost, with the result that the text reached a group of academic authors in an intermediate formwith elements of instructiveness and entertainment. Most academics, with the exception of R. Green, who was inclined to sentimental morality, sought to preserve the temperament of presentation in the plays, which, according to I. A. Aksenov, led to the fact that well-developed theme of the work was not properly organized around the plot, which was very chaotic and devoid of ideology. This task was solved by Shakespeare very hastily and with an eye to the interests of the troupe, which did not want to abandon the favorite material. In this, I. A. Aksenov saw the main cause of the characteristic variegation of Shakespeare's text, which amazed researchers and translators. When translating into Russian, in the opinion of I. A. Aksenova, it was only A. D. Radlova who fully felt the diversity of the Shakespearean text, trying to «purely preserve the inconsistency of the English text»: «Her courage worth being noted». «Romeo and Juliet», the first tragedy of Shakespeare, was anonymously published many times; I. A. Aksenov emphasized the facts of deliberate anonymity, when the author was pushed aside from his works, regularly staged in his theater (in particular, a compositor once put the author's name, however, the print was stopped in edition of 1612). For example, Shakespeare renounced the authorship of the plays, which the public believed he wrote, in the foreword of the poem "Venus and Adonis", which I. A. Aksenov considered the mythological composition, written in the style of the most fanciful «conceit», destroyed by numerous paraphrases in the manner of Gongora (Martins, V. F., Sampaio, P. N. M., Cordeiro, A. J. A., & Viana, B. F. 2018). I. A. Aksenov associated this reaction of Shakespeare not only with his personal dissatisfaction with the plays but also with the unpleasant situation, surrounding his person, that is, in 1592, the dying R. Green accused Shakespeare of «literary thefts, the misappropriation of Green and Green's friends of the property, calling him "the crow in a peacock feather", and appealed to public opinion, first of all, frustrated friends, to take urgent measures against the bastard» ( Hussey, S. S. (2018). ).
In the article «A plain fanciful speech of Shakespeare», I. A. Aksenov described R .Green's critique as «a stream of deathbed curses and expositions» full of insinuations of «the playwright unable to write bombastic verses and thus had to steal» the verses of «university-style» (the translator defines the main literary techniques of it like Alliteration, bombastic, pon, rant, as well as metaphors, converting concrete objects into abstract concepts); he also pointed out the extreme rejection and anxiety of R. Green associated with Shakespeare's introducing literary novelty at the theater stage, namely, poetry deprived of bombastic verses. According to R. Green, Shakespeare's success among Elizabethan's public, «as ignorant as the author himself», led to the exit from a close circle of fans of the simplified drama of not only «the theater well, but also its gallery», looking for new stylistic techniques. Beginning with the very first plays, Shakespeare resolutely abandoned deliberate pompous descriptions, criticizing the style, defined in «Henry IV» as «eye gateways full of tears», rejecting the words game as redundant literary decoration, moving it from the main actors' speeches to replicas of the proscenium jesters. There is a rejection of the «rant» as a literary technique in Hamlet's words in the scene of «fighting» on the cemetery («Hamlet», Act V, scene I), answering Laertes question, what he intends to take to express his grief -«"drink vinegar", "eat a crocodile", "boast mountains of sorrow"»: «You see, I can build a rant like an absurd convention"» (cf.: «Woo't drink up eisel? eat a crocodile? <…> Nay, a thou'lt mouth, / I'll rant as well as thou»)( Wharton, E., & Wegener, F. (1996).).
In the view of I. A. Aksenov, having reformed the metaphor, Shakespeare used it to «translate abstract concept into a concrete one in the form of a practical example of compressed explanation»; Thus, in Hamlet, wanting to interpret the statement that reflection on religious bans weakens human resolve, Shakespeare puts the following metaphor «this is the way a natural red color of intention languishes under the plaster of thought» into the mouth of the protagonist, which «converts the abstract and philosophical plan of the phrase to the everyday observation». The situation in the theater, where he had some free time, and the performers who did not want to re-learn the familiar words, allowed Shakespeare whenever
Humanities & Social Sciences Reviews eISSN: 2395-6518, Vol 7, No 4, 2019 According to I.A. Aksenov, the tragic decoupling of the play is achieved by pocketing a «great pile of incidents», namely through the «nine-fold accident»: «1) Balthazar, who has to keep in touch with Romeo and Lorenzo, leaves for Mantova without warning the monk. Nobody delays him, he arrives on time, giving horrible and incorrect information to Romeo; 2) the monks sent by Lorenzo appear to be detained at the city gate of Verona, they do not get into Mantova, and they do not convey letters with a true and joyous message; 3) they fail to announce Lorenzo about it, which would be quite natural and quite easy because they did not leave Verona; 4) these monks come to the person, who sent them, only twenty-four hours later, which is also amazing, since they are associated with him by their medical activities and supposed to replenish the stock of drugs, especially in view of the epidemic in the city, in the morning; 5) it is also surprising that they found Lorenzo in his cell: he should, at best, be on his way to the cemetery. He appears in the tomb of Juliet with such astronomical accuracy, which is unlikely even in our time of advanced clock mechanism. He should, in common sense, have arrived ten minutes before the resurrection of Juliet, not just a few seconds before. However, his presence in the cemetery would have prevented two more casualties; 6) Romeo would not have attacked Paris, there would be no duel, and the unlucky bridegroom would not fall by the desperate husband's hands; 7) Romeo would not have to poison himself at the feet of Juliet. Together with the monk, he would have been waiting for his wife's wakening and then safely take her to Mantova; 8) if Romeo arrived in the cemetery two minutes later, he would not have met Paris; 9) with the condition that he would find Juliet awake» (1, p. 273-274).
I. A.
Aksenov noted a number of «strange» moments in the text of the tragedy in addition to plot contingencies: in the scene of Romeo and Juliet's wedding, the monk Lorenzo could not perform the marriage sacrament without having the church's authority to conduct rituals; concealing from the Duke the news of the protagonists' marriage, which is a good reason to stop the feuds, is not credible (in case of this decoupling, the tragedy would turn into a comedy that is usual for the Elizabethan theater -«the corpses were also lying on the stage in the comedy: the bloody outcome would not break the style, if, in the end, there is a wedding and a feast»). The researcher also drew attention to the reckless and ill-considered actions of the main heroine, which, in his opinion, did not fully correspond to the proper perception of the events: having violated her parents' will, demanding her to marry Paris, Juliet risked one thing only, that is, being driven out of her home, but that could not have scared her, because she was «already Montague by her husband and had a chance to seek help from her husband's parents, without even going to Mantova»,instead, she resorted to the most complicated scheme of «selffalling asleep with subsequent burial and resurrection in the coffin», which resulted in a trip to Mantova; in the scene in the grave, Juliet was in a lethargic state and expected to awake soon, did not look like a corpse, although Romeo was firmly convinced of her sudden death, since the basis for it was the news of the plague epidemic raging in Verona. During the kiss, the protagonist should have noticed that Juliet's body was warm, but that did not happen: «…the plot of the stage composition and stage play does not enter into the special subtleties of a medical character. If there is a coffin on the stage with a woman without movement in it, then it means she is dead. The viewer is also sure that she is dead. The more natural it seems to the actor, playing a man, shocked by despair, convinced of the death of his wife. Here the human psychology is clear, straightforward and does not allow interpretations». I. A. Aksenov found the plot of internecine discord, obstacles in love, sleepy drink, imaginary death of the beloved, significant for Romeo and Juliet, in the first part of T. Dekker's comedy «The Honest Whore», where much attention was paid to the scene of killing: «<…> He describes in detail the action a sleepy drink produces on the body, <…> the potion has a freezing effect. The body covers with a fine crust of ice and therefore turns cold». With the motives being much in common, I Considering the text of «Romeo and Juliet» as «composite», I. A. Aksenov traced the participation of several dramatists from the «university minds»: «…there is both Marlowe's and Peele's hand. There are some traces of Green; there are some pieces, written by Kyd in his best romantic manner». For example, Capulet's weeping over the corpse of Juliet, described in the classic Kyd's style with cries between verses, is brought to some unity through the repetition of the same verse in the form of a refrain, the favorite of Peele; The rhymed lines of the first quarto turned out to be thoroughly revised and arranged in a precise stanza order in the second one, which resulted in the worsening of the content of the verses, which formally contains the «correct» stanza. According to I. A. Aksenov Shakespeare was not involved in the rhyming of lines, but it was impossible to identify the author of rhymes, which is why «it was only to confirm that the helper existed and that Shakespeare was not alone to edit not the very classic legacy of his predecessors». The researcher believed that Shakespeare had put the greatest effort into the drastic editing of the monologue of Mercutio in the fourth scene of the first act, which, instead of the prose form of the second quarto, gained a poetic construction in the third edition, showing unquestionable signs of a truly Shakespearean style. None of the «university minds» «was capable of either writing a monologue of Mercutio, or depicting his character, or making the second half of the farewell scene of the newlyweds, or the final monologues of Laurence and the Duke». The monologue of Mercutio, in the opinion of I. A. Aksenov, the key insertion of Shakespeare, was created to fully characterize the image of a handsome, cheerful young man, designed to make clear the idea of not allowing revenge for the death of a faithful friend. There isn't enough time in the play to realize the plan of revenge; the possibility of revenge was also reduced by the fact that the death of the hero could lead to his replacement by another person in the plot intrigue, which was extremely damaging for the perception of the work. The aim of the lyrical characteristic, expressed by an inserted ballad monologue, was to excite Romeo: «…the queen-fantasy fascinates our feelings more than the familiar and hopeless reality». Thus, according to I. A. Aksenov, the mastery of Shakespeare's composition lies in the fact that the insertions he made are organically linked with his creative intentions.
I. A. Aksenov believed that the image of a nurse, which like the image of Mercutio was admired by researchers, was traditionally characterized as purely Shakespearean («the nurse was written like no other wet-nurse was written either before or after Shakespeare»), had nothing to do with either Shakespeare or his work in its tonality. The prosaic text of the nurse was given in italics in the first quarto, which meant new additions to the print release, and if it were Shakespeare's authorship, then the ballad of fairy Mab would also have appeared in italics. I. A. Aksenov correlated these additions with T. Dekker's literary activity, suggesting that it was he who introduced the essential features of his writing to the image of a wet-nursewarmth, and sincerity. According to I. A. Aksenov, the involvement of T. Dekker is confirmed by other substantive nuances, such as "the intervention of the citizens and their combat exclamation like "dubes" ("beat")", constantly encountered in the Dekker's texts, but absent in Shakespeare's; the characteristic of the power of the Duke as a performer of the will of the townspeople, similar to the role of the King in the comedy «The Shoemakers' Holiday» by T. Dekker.
